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Challenges to business and industry that increased during the 1980s and 1990s, including surges in global competition, changes in markets, and escalation in the necessity to master ever-improving technology have dramatically heightened the need for organizations to collect and interpret data that informs accountability systems and contributes to organizational improvement (Locke & Jain, 1995). These challenges to business have had attendant effects on the educational system that feeds business its intellectual capital. The emphasis on quality and quantity in the development of that capital has augmented the need for accountability and the verification of teaching outcomes. In no content area is this need more evident than in evaluating reading instruction. Large-scale national testing has indicated that primary and secondary students in the United States are ill-prepared for reading decoding and comprehension (National Center for Education Statistics, 2007), critical skills for gaining knowledge from content-specific texts. Despite the fact that these testing data exist, are repeated measures of important outcomes, and could be used to evaluate teacher performance to improve educational systems to a competitive benefit (Reusser, Butler, Symonds, Vetter, & Wall, 2007; Stata, 1989), it has not been unusual for systems to either use them in only a punitive manner or choose not to use them at all. However, systematic use of student data in teacher evaluation is increasingly apparent (Papay, 2010); the advent of databases that link these data to evaluate teacher performance in the classroom are making the use of such evaluations possible (e.g., Anderman, Anderman, Yough, & Gimbert, 2010;
Value-added analysis or modeling (VAM) was originally developed in industry to support continuous improvement (CI: Bhuiyan & Baghel, 2005; Schroeder & Robinson, 1991) and is now possible within education in those domains for which educational systems collect critical outcome data (e.g., test scores, graduation rates, discipline referrals). VAM allows for the description of achievement outcomes for students at the individual teacher level in a given content area. What sets this approach apart from traditional single-measurement assessments is that teachers can be evaluated based on the extent to which their students’ observed achievement is different from what would be predicted for them given information that is known about students and their classroom contexts. A range of variables that contribute to students’ achievement are measured and included in the model. These are generally comprised of demographic data and previous achievement, attendance, teacher, and classroom information. These variables are used to predict what the current year’s achievement score in a given content area (i.e., reading, English-language arts, mathematics, science, or social studies) would be under the conditions specified by the demographic and prior achievement variables, and this is compared to the student’s measured achievement scores. The differences between predicted and observed scores are then used as an assessment of teachers’ instruction (see Noell, Gansle, Patt, & Schafer, 2009, for a detailed description).

Although there is an ongoing debate surrounding the use of value-added data to evaluate individual teachers (Baker et al., 2010; Glazerman, Loeb, Goldhaber, Staiger, Raudenbush, & Whitehurst, 2010; Hanson, 1988; Harris, 2009; Raudenbush, 2004; Tekwe et al., 2004; Viadero, 2008), states and school systems are increasingly using these data-based systems as an input to assessing teachers and making consequential employment decisions (Boyd et al., 2006; Heitin, 2011; Isenberg, Hock, & Mathematica Policy Research I, 2011; Lasley, Siedentop, & Yinger, 2006; Sawchuk, 2011). Indeed, with 33% of fourth-grade students and 24% of eighth grade students scoring below basic in reading (National Center for Education Statistics, 2011), and the increasing focus on accountability for teachers, there is a move toward data-based instructional problem solving in reading: effective, feasible, and time efficient instruction and intervention are crucial to the success of our children (Ross & Begeny, 2014).

School systems, however, are not the only educational institutions that are using value-added data. In evaluating the effectiveness of teachers, one potential logical source of variation among them that might be addressed in intervention is the teacher preparation program (TPP) that recruited, prepared, and recommended them for certification (Cochran-Smith & Zeichner, 2005; Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005; Rice, 2003; Wilson, Floden, & Ferrini-Mundy, 2001). TPP evaluation uses data from multiple teachers rather than individual teachers, collected across contexts and over time, which serves to ease some of the extant concerns about the use of value-added methods to evaluate individual teachers (see Gansle et al., 2012, for a discussion). This type of evaluation also provides data regarding the most important outcome of training teachers: the effectiveness of TPPs in training their
completers to positively affect the achievement of the students entrusted to them.

**Louisiana’s Assessment of Teacher Preparation Programs**

Louisiana began using VAM in pilot form in 2003, followed by de-identified form, and then in program-identified form to evaluate TPPs (please see Noell & Burns, 2006; http://regents.louisiana.gov/academic-affairs/teacher-education-initiatives/value-added-teacher-preparation-program-assessment-model/). All students in grades 4 through 9 who take the standard state assessments in English-Language Arts, reading, mathematics, science, and social studies participate in the program. If a student is not included in the analysis, it is either because they are exempt from the testing program due to severe disability or they have been retained, making their scores not strictly comparable to others and inappropriate to include in teacher assessment. All teacher preparation pathways in the state are assessed in the same way (e.g., private providers, traditional undergraduate certification, master’s degree alternate certification). Students’ previous achievement scores, student, class, and school characteristics, and student and teacher attendance are used to predict the next year’s scores through Hierarchical Linear Modeling (please see Noell et al., 2009 and Gansle et al., 2012, for descriptions). Annual achievement test scores for students on the Louisiana Educational Assessment Program (LEAP; Louisiana Department of Education, 2008b) and the integrated Louisiana Educational Assessment Program (iLEAP; Louisiana Department of Education, 2008a) are used in the analysis.

New teachers’ scores from TPPs with at least 25 teachers teaching in tested grades and subjects are used to create the program means (Gansle et al., 2012). These scores are compared to the means for both new teachers and for experienced certified teachers throughout the state. Program means are then assigned a rating according to pre-defined performance levels specified by the Board of Regents. Table 1 contains descriptions of the performance levels that have been used in the Board of Regents system that evaluates TPPs.

TPP assessment has historically shown that in Louisiana, there is considerable variation across programs: from much lower than average new teachers to much higher than experienced certified teachers. The most important issue in this CI model is that the evaluation process does not end with the assignment of programs to scores and performance levels. On the contrary, it is merely the beginning of the most important part of the process: evaluation and revision of the existing program and structures.

According to State policy (Louisiana Administrative Code, Title 28, February 2011), any TPP that is evaluated and receives a Performance Level 4 or 5 in any content area within a teacher preparation program is assigned a designation of programmatic intervention in that content area. Within one year of the release of the assessment results, programs assigned to programmatic intervention must (1) review their existing program with an expert in the field that is recognized nationally as well as with a content area specialist that is designated by the Louisiana State Superintendent of Education. Following that review, (2) a corrective action plan must be designed to remediate the perceived deficits in the program, including a time
frame for when results of the corrections made might be anticipated in future value-added assessment assessments. Programs that do not improve are at risk of losing state approval to prepare teachers in that content area.

**The Louisiana Resource Center for Educators (LRCE)**

LRCE is a private teacher preparation program provider and source for teaching materials and continuing education in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. They offer a practitioner program called Certification Solutions that has been preparing teachers since 2003. It has selective admissions criteria through which individuals with a bachelor’s degree from an accredited institution may gain teacher certification. Those selected to attend the Certification Solutions program can achieve teacher certification concurrent with employment as teachers in between 15 and 36 months.

Admission into the LRCE program is predicated on the submission of records indicating passing Praxis I and Praxis II content area scores. In addition, a personal interview, evaluation of a writing sample, and a law enforcement background check are necessary for admission. During the summer prior to beginning a practitioner year, candidates participate in seven weeks of intensive, full-time training sessions on classroom organization and management, instructional delivery, childhood development, adolescent psychology, technology in the classroom, lesson planning, differentiated instruction, school law, reading in the content areas, and special education. In addition, candidates observe and complete clinical teaching hours at area schools with supervision from program staff. At the close of the summer institute, candidates are eligible to teach on a practitioner license in a partner school and receive full-time salary and benefits. Partner schools must be a Louisiana public school or a State-approved private school. During the practitioner year, candidates attend content-specific learning team meetings every two weeks which are taught by master classroom teachers called Learning Team Leaders. They also receive guidance from program mentors known as Practitioner Advisors, who observe the candidate in the classroom setting. Practitioner Advisors are professional educators with classroom and supervisory experience. Candidates are required to pass the Principles of Learning and Teaching or Special Education components of the PRAXIS, and Early Childhood, Elementary, and Special Education candidates must pass the Teaching Reading PRAXIS. Following successful completion of these requirements and the practitioner year, positive evaluations from the school administrator, Practitioner Advisor, Learning Team Leader, and Certification Solutions staff, candidates may obtain their Level 1 Louisiana teacher license.

LRCE is neither a college nor university and is therefore not subject to the requirements of accrediting bodies such as the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS) and the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) for peer institutions. However, they and other private providers must demonstrate to the State that they meet state and national state/national teacher and content standards and other criteria to be approved to operate a teacher preparation program within the state that will result in teacher certification. The Louisiana State Department of Education requires all private providers to submit proposals that address guidelines that are aligned with guidelines for Practitioner Teacher Programs within
universities. All proposals are evaluated by national experts and programs must address weaknesses identified by the national experts before the programs are approved by the Board of Elementary and Secondary to operate within the State. Any alterations to the program must be first approved by the Louisiana Department of Education.

Value-Added Assessment & Program Evaluation

1st stage assessment and programmatic intervention. In fall 2008, Louisiana released the first value-added results for LRCE: their result in reading was -6.2 points (test mean is approximately 300, sd = 50; Noell, Porter, Patt, & Dahir, 2008). This indicated that the mean effect of LRCE’s teachers on student achievement as measured by the State’s standardized achievement tests (LEAP and iLEAP) in reading was on average 6.2 points below that of experienced certified teachers (which is set as the reference at 0 points). In other words, students in LRCE-trained teachers’ classrooms were losing, on average, 6.2 points on the assessment per year versus an experienced certified teacher, which put them at Performance Level 5. The next nearest program effect estimate in reading for another teacher preparation program was -2.4 points at Performance Level 3. The mean effect for new reading teachers was -1.8. In English-language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies, LRCE results did not meet the standard for State-mandated programmatic intervention areas.

Shortly after release of these results, LRCE began programmatic intervention in reading instruction. Although evaluation of teacher candidates occurred on a regular basis, no formal formative assessment or evaluation that specifically addressed intensive reading instruction had been used by LRCE prior to the implementation of programmatic intervention. In order to improve their capacity in this regard, LRCE’s first step was to design an informational survey of individuals who had just completed the summer institute on effective reading instruction and classroom management (available from the authors). This survey of three pages asked open-ended questions to assess candidates’ level of comfort with and use of five specific fundamentals of reading instruction in their summer teaching (e.g., vocabulary, comprehension, phonics, phonemic awareness, fluency), as well as specific teacher behaviors such as grouping students, managing several groups, transitions, and learning centers.

Based on feedback from the survey, staff was increased to two doctoral-level and one masters-level reading educators in addition to those trained in general education. This allowed for doubling the concentrated reading instruction that previously had been offered at the summer institute to 35 hours. Five core areas of reading were designated as the focus of this instruction: phonemic awareness, phonemes, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension. In addition, this training in effective literacy instruction was provided to the Learning Team Leaders and Practitioner Advisors who would work with the practitioner teachers throughout the academic year. This created a strategy for a coherent plan of instruction in reading aligned with the critical areas identified by the National Reading Panel’s findings (2000).

However, LRCE would be unable to rely on frequent measurement to inform and improve their program changes. Value-added assessment occurs only once per year, and there is a consequential delay between when the evaluative data become available
and when teachers are prepared. For example, a candidate who completed a TPP in 2012 would be eligible to receive their Level 1 teaching license in 2012-13 and count as a new teacher for a TPP with the spring 2013 achievement testing data. However, several months of data cleaning, database merging, and value-added analysis typically makes value-added results ready for release by the Board of Regents in the summer following (2014). This delay necessitates additional data collection and evaluation for TPPs to engage in effective CI. In order for LRCE to truly improve their program, it would be necessary to collect the data that would be formative in nature on a more frequent basis. Additionally, value-added data are global outcome indicators. They do not provide any indicators that programs might use to make constructive change and do not answer questions regarding what to do in terms of instructional modifications. In order to act, programs have to closely examine their processes as well as their results. Consequently, a direct observation of teaching behavior was designed to score the presence or absence and quality of the several aspects of reading instruction on a 3 point scale: 1 (emerging), 2 (acceptable), and 3 (proficient, please see figure 1 for the instrument used for direct observation). This instrument was used following the first redesign of curriculum and training procedures.

The summary report on the formal evaluations using this instrument indicated that of the 40 teachers observed, an average of 34 practitioners per item were rated either acceptable or proficient. Evaluators determined that the redesigned program produced teacher performance at or above the level expected of first-year teachers. However, the extent to which these reported behaviors would be detectable by value-added scores had yet to be determined.

### 2nd stage assessment and programmatic intervention

The following year’s results in reading during fall 2009 were similar in magnitude but better in terms of level. LRCE’s mean teacher reading effect estimate was -6.3 points (Noell et al., 2009). This indicated that the mean effect of teachers on student achievement as measured by the state’s standardized achievement tests (LEAP and iLEAP) in reading was on average 6.3 points below that of experienced certified teachers. Although the size of the effect estimate for the program in reading was approximately the same as the previous year, the mean new teacher effect was -2.8 in reading in 2009, which led to the difference in level as the LRCE effect was closer to the mean of new teachers. It is important to recognize that these results were obtained for teachers who completed the program before the programmatic changes described above had been implemented.

Although LRCE’s level in reading had increased to Performance Level 4, programmatic intervention was still required according to state policy. At this point, LRCE contracted with one national reading expert and one State reading expert per the Louisiana Department of Education’s directive. The possible selections for the national expert had been provided as a discrete list by the Louisiana Department of Education. The State expert could be chosen from any available in Louisiana but had to be approved by the state based on an evaluation of the expert’s credentials in curriculum, standards and pedagogy in reading, practical experience, service, and scholarly contribution to the field.

### National expert

The national reading expert chosen suggested that LRCE
perform an assessment that specifically rated the levels of student engagement and presence of features of effective instruction in phonological awareness, phonics and word study, fluency, vocabulary and oral language, comprehension, and writing. The items were tailored to either early reading skills or later reading skills (checklists are available from the authors). Each teacher candidate was observed and the level of student engagement was rated by Practitioner Advisors and Team Leaders as one of three choices on the data collection sheet: low (less than 80%), medium (80% to 90%), and high (greater than 90%). Five features of effective instruction were marked as present or absent with respect to each of the areas above (phonological awareness through writing): evidence of explicit, systematic instruction; efficient use of time; opportunities to respond; immediate corrective feedback; and differentiated instruction. Further, appropriateness of the teacher’s lesson pace, and conduciveness of the environment for learning were evaluated.

For the 30 teachers evaluated at the PreK-3 level, the only areas in which fewer than 85% of practitioner teachers were rated as successful were in teaching fluency (77%), teaching vocabulary and oral language (75%), and utilizing differentiated instruction (60%). At the Grades 4-9 level, for 35 teachers, the only area in which fewer than 84% of practitioner teachers were rated as successful was in teaching writing (77%).

State expert. Following these evaluations, the curriculum of the summer institute was reviewed by the state expert. Additional instructional materials were assembled to better align the LRCE curriculum with empirically-derived best practices in direct instruction in reading as indicated in Carnine, Silbert, Kame’enui, and Tarver (2010). The curriculum detailed in Direct Instruction Reading (Carnine et al., 2010) indicates that teachers must be knowledgeable in the five areas of essential skills for reading process and procedures defined by the National Reading Panel (NRP; 2000): phonemic awareness, phonics, vocabulary, fluency, and comprehension. Review of the previous reading curriculum in use at LRCE indicated that despite those five areas having been addressed by the original assessment and revision of curriculum, the scope and sequence of the curriculum was not appropriately aligned with state standards to meet the needs of all students, and furthermore, the curriculum did not demonstrate explicit and systematic instructional approaches to each of those five areas outlined above. Adjustments were instituted to align the scope and sequence to meet standards.

An appraisal was done of the procedures for evaluating, selecting, and modifying programs to meet needs of all students based on researched based best practices of the National Reading Panel (2000) and Carnine et al. (2010). The extent to which the LRCE staff taught techniques to candidates for effectively presenting lessons, pacing tasks, motivating students to do their best work, and diagnosing and correcting errors was evaluated. This evaluation again demonstrated a lack of awareness and implementation of systematic, explicit, instruction. Further, the program was evaluated to determine the extent to which students were instructed to use assessments to create and modify instructional programs, and whether they were taught to use strategies to maximize time spent with students engaged in literacy instruction.

Based on the state expert’s review, a meeting was held in which she and the program staff addressed areas of concern within LRCE’s reading program by delineating skills and incorporating a
A sequence of instruction aligned with empirically-supported outcomes such as pacing tasks and assessment to allow for increased student engagement (Fisher & Frey, 2008; Greenwood, Arreaga-Mayer, & Carta, 1994; Palincsar & Herrenkohl, 2002; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008). Several sets of master lesson plans were rewritten to delineate the scope and sequence of reading instruction specific to various K-12 settings that were aligned with the evaluation tool and State grade level expectations to identify necessary and specific aspects of appropriate reading instruction. Following lesson plan creation, the state expert assessed the resources and professional literature available to candidates at LRCE. Deficiencies in the resources available were identified. A library of the empirically supported practices and professional literature in phonemic awareness, fluency, phonics, vocabulary, and comprehension to be used in the Summer Institute was created (a list of these is available from the authors). These resources were intended to range from an introductory level to an advanced level and were made available to candidates to be used in learning team seminars throughout the academic year. The assessment system and subsequent curricular changes implemented by the state expert were aligned with the tenets of the National Reading Panel (2000) as well best practice sequenced instruction as documented through the available professional literature.

The state expert provided professional development to Team Leaders as well as on-site evaluators (Practitioner Advisors) in content areas on systematic, explicit instruction in literacy. Participants were provided with an overview of the lesson, assessed for practical knowledge by dividing them into groups and asking them to create lesson plans for literacy or integrating literacy into content area lesson plans. The facilitator then used an “I do…We do…You do” approach whereby the activity was first demonstrated to the participants, after which they were guided through the activity with feedback, and finally, the group individually practiced the skill while the facilitator evaluated the participants’ ability to complete the task (Juel & Minden-Cupp, 2000; Stanovich, 1994).

Next, Team Leaders and Practitioner Advisors taught lessons to the group in order to demonstrate explicit instruction in literacy. An exit evaluation was conducted to determine remaining supports needed which subsequently were addressed individually. Remaining supports requested were additional research and references on explicit systematic instruction and integrating content literacy strategy instruction. Throughout the program evaluation and redesign of the program, numerous strategic planning meetings with LRCE management team and the experts were convened to discuss evaluations, findings, content of the curriculum, empirically-based instructional practices and future directions of the reading program.

**2nd round results.** Following the second round of programmatic intervention, the value-added score released by the Louisiana Board of Regents during fall 2011 was -5.0 points (Gansle, Noell, Knox, & Schafer, 2010). Although this was a Performance Level 4 result, LRCE was informed that results for recent completers were showing gains, and they chose to stay the course with the last round of program changes after consulting with the value-added assessment team. It is important to note that these results would not include the impact of the second round of more extensive program improvement efforts.
Building on the previous data gathered in 2010-2011 academic year, LRCE sought to continue gathering data depicting the practitioners’ ability to provide effective literacy/reading instruction. Using previous assessment instruments as well as site field notes, evaluators (Learning Team Leaders and Practitioners Advisors) were able to pinpoint strengths and challenges of candidates’ abilities to teach literacy foundations and adjust practices accordingly. Although the state expert designed the assessment and evaluation procedures, she has taught the LRCE staff to implement the assessment and evaluate the results, and make program changes according to those results. LRCE continues to collect the data that Learning Team Leaders and Practitioner Advisors use to make changes to the Summer Institutes and program curricula. Specifically, concerns with pacing, literacy centers, and classroom environments have been addressed in the past, and they continue to compile data on the effectiveness of literacy instruction and adjust instruction accordingly.

Next round value-added results. During fall 2011, the State made a decision to use an adaptation of the VAA-TPP to examine the effectiveness of teacher preparation programs. Louisiana Department of Education and the VAA-TPP worked together to adapt the Value-Added Teacher Preparation Assessment to create a value-added teacher evaluation model to assess practicing teachers in grades 4-9 in tested content areas per the requirements of a recent change in law. Results for LRCE in reading were quite similar across either assessment approach and yielded the same substantive conclusions. The fall 2011 result for LRCE in reading was 0.4 points (standard error of measurement, 1.0 points; Gansle et al., 2011). For new teachers, the mean effect was -1.2 points (standard error of measurement, 0.2 points; Gansle et al., 2011). These results for LRCE have been considered as a substantial improvement in their reading score and they have since moved out of programmatic intervention.

Comparison of results across reading and mathematics. Although the results described above appear to indicate that the program was improving over time, it is possible that there were other factors that might account for the changes in reading scores of new teachers trained by LRCE. Their mathematics scores had not been sufficiently low to meet standards for programmatic intervention; as a result LRCE had made no program changes to their mathematics instruction classes or activities. Although this was a program evaluation, rather than a controlled study, we opted to compare the mathematics scores and the reading scores for the same years’ new teachers. A graph of this comparison is contained in Figure 3. New teachers’ reading scores made considerable gains over the 4 years, while the mathematics scores remained largely the same over the same period, suggesting that the changes in reading scores were related to the changes made in the LRCE program.

Discussion and Future Directions

Continuous improvement is increasingly being used in education, and the advent of recent data systems and improvement of analytic capacity of systems have allowed for the incorporation of data-based evaluation of teacher and TPP effectiveness (Anderman et al., 2010; Ballou et al., 2004; Bhuiyan & Baghel, 2005; Gansle et al., 2012; Hershberg et al., 2004; McCaffrey et al., 2003; Schroeder & Robinson, 1991). Value-added assessment can provide TPPs with data designed for
program improvement; what makes this kind of assessment unique is that it assesses what students with similar previous achievement and demographics achieve relative to their predicted achievement (McCaffrey et al., 2003). This is a giant step forward compared to single-data-point measures of educational outcomes where, for example, high socioeconomic status schools are identified as more effective than those serving high poverty student bodies as the result of testing data from a single spring assessment that does not account for the progress those students made. Obviously, end point only assessments are inadequate.

However, one critical limiting issue associated with using value-added scores as outcomes in a CI model is delay. To date, when an alternate certification model program such as LRCE has made major changes to its training, from the moment the new training plan is implemented, it has been a minimum of three years until the first cohort contributes to a value-added result, and this assumes that the initial cohort completed the program in 15 months. Please see figure 2 for a sample timeline. Clearly, not all candidates finish this quickly and commence employment immediately following program completion. This creates a less than ideal situation for monitoring the progress of TPPs toward the improved outputs of quality teachers if changes are made to the program. Essentially, the critical issue is the lack of sensitivity of the measure used to determine teachers’ effectiveness (Jenkins, Deno, & Mirkin, 1979). Because it provides only one measurement occasion per year, the standardized testing program used by the state is not designed to assess short-term progress made during the course of or even following intervention (Gansle, Noell, VanDerHeyden, Slider, Hoffpaurir, Whitmarsh, & Naquin, 2004). Although it might provide limited data for formative evaluation, additional measures would be extraordinarily useful. Using the new program that Louisiana has in place for individual teacher evaluation, the timeline should improve to a minimum of two years following program changes, but this is still a period of time that makes the formative use of these value-added data problematic.

LRCE chose to use direct assessment of their candidates’ teaching skills during training as a more sensitive measure of their progress toward best practice in reading instruction. Although this is clearly not a direct assessment of their students’ academic achievement, it does provide program administrators with a clearer indication of their candidates’ skills. The assessment utilized focuses on behaviors that can be demonstrated as related to positive outcomes for students, behaviors that are assessed reliably, and provides results that can be used for program improvement. Continuous improvement may be realized by the use of more sensitive program assessments (Gilham, Lucas, & Sivewright, 1997) that may be combined with summative evaluation opportunities provided by yearly value-added assessment conducted by the state.

Limitations and areas for improvement. Although the intent of the LRCE staff was excellent with respect to assessment of and revision of their curricular practices, the instruments that were used to collect data and the training provided to the staff to use them revealed substantive gaps as they were more closely examined. For example, the Team Leaders and Practitioner Advisors who were charged with collecting data neither participated in formal training nor were held to any specific standard for judging the items. For example, they watched the classroom and determined the
level of engagement without a schedule, procedure, or data collection instrument for determining that percentage of engagement. Observer training, operational definitions of variables, and using specific defined observational techniques certainly would have contributed to an improved observational scheme and perhaps more descriptive and useful data (Cooper, Heron, & Heward, 2007).

Despite these limitations, however, it appears that LRCE made substantive progress toward improving their program in reading through their response to a global outcome measure that suggested concern followed by more micro-analytic and recursive assessments of preparation practices to identify gaps and make changes. Their value-added scores suggested to the state and to their staff that programmatic intervention was needed. The program’s evaluation indicated that their curriculum needed revision, which was undertaken and was followed by substantive changes in value-added results. Further, these changes were considerable, especially when compared to the lack of change in mathematics, a content area that was not changed in response to value-added results. LRCE’s experience with data-informed continuous improvement may be a harbinger of challenges that will confront teacher preparation programs across the country as these sorts of analyses become more widely available. Value-added results may suggest areas that teacher educators will be concerned about, but they will not provide information about why the results occur in the pattern they do or how to improve them. In order for this type of data to support beneficial program revision it will have to be married with thoughtful and honest assessment of current admissions, preparation, and assessment practices inside programs. This is a process challenge for continuous improvement that will be broadly shared across many preparation programs. The role of the value-added results in this process is to highlight areas of concern, motivate change, focus effort, and provide objective external feedback on the impact of change efforts.
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Appendix

Table 1

Performance Levels for Teacher Preparation Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>Programs whose effect estimate is above the mean effect for experienced teachers by its standard error of measurement or more. These are programs for which there is evidence that new teachers are more effective than experienced teachers, but this is not necessarily a statistically significant difference.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>Programs whose effect estimate is above the mean effect for new teachers by its standard error of measurement or more. These are programs whose effect is more similar to experienced teachers than new teachers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>Programs whose effect estimate is within a standard error of measurement of the mean effect for new teachers. These are programs whose effect is typical of new teachers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td>Programs whose effect estimate is below the mean effect for new teachers by its standard error of measurement or more. These are programs for which there is evidence that new teachers are less effective than average new teachers, but the difference is not statistically significant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td>Programs whose effect estimate is statistically significantly below the mean for new teachers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Formal Assessment System for Reading Instruction

Teacher: _______________________________  Subject/Grade: _______________________________
School: _______________________________  Date/Time: _______________________________
Evaluator’s Name: _______________________

Title of Lesson: __________________________

1 Emerging = inadequate performance or progress, needs guidance
2 Acceptable = adequate/acceptable progress or performance with potential for improvement
3 Proficient = progress/performance exceeds normal expectations of a beginning teacher
N/O = not observed yet/not known
N/A = not applicable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reading Instruction</th>
<th>SCORE</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of Components</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary Development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (phonics, phonemic awareness, fluency, writing)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Engagement of Students |       |          |
| Provides hands-on activities |       |          |
| Variety, meaningful |       |          |

| Effective Grouping |       |          |
| Management / Control |       |          |
| Monitors Engagement |       |          |

| Planning |       |          |
| Preparation |       |          |
| Implementation |       |          |

| Evaluating |       |          |
| Documents Mastery |       |          |
| Adapts Instruction |       |          |

| Classroom Technique |       |          |
| Enthusiasm / Motivation |       |          |
| Smooth Transitions |       |          |

*Figure 1. Instrument used in direct observation of teacher behavior*
Figure 2. Sample timeline for release of value-added report from time of program change
Note. *2011 estimate based on original hierarchical linear model.

Figure 3. LRCE program effect estimates over time for reading and mathematics